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Our society is changing, and this means the demands on architecture and product design are changing as well. For 
decades HEWI has been meeting this challenge and developing solutions that always focus on the individual needs  
of people. Outstanding design can only be created when interacting with innovative technology. In fact, combining  
aesthetics together with function has always been part of our cultural DNA at HEWI. 

System 900 is the answer to the complex requirements of accessible bathrooms. Naturally, the products in our  
System 900 are well thought through, right down to the smallest detail. They have exceptional functionality, lasting 
quality, intelligent installation technology and of course, hygienic design. System 900 combines pure design with  
high levels of functionality and offer a unique depth of product possibilities. 

System 900 fulfils the requirements of not only the most diverse user groups, but also the most diverse types of  
buildings, be they hospitals, retirement homes, public buildings, hotels or even homes.
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PROFESSIONAL CARE  
System 900 makes it easy to create accessible plans. As  
a system, S 900 takes precise account of the complex  
requirements in the field of professional care. This is an 
impressive range of products combining functionality with 
particularly hygienic design and clever assembly 
technology. 

System 900 is designed to provide the highest level of  
independence and safety for patients. Which in turn helps 
reduce pressure on care personnel. Cleaning staff benefit 
from the hygienic and easy-clean surfaces. The wide  
variety of materials provides solutions for regular patient 
baths, optional service areas and high-quality senior  
citizens‘ residences from a single source.

HOME
The bathroom has developed into a central, very personal 
space in the home, and its design should allow for flexibility 
that is individually adaptable. System 900 enables safety 
and support and, in combination with excellent design, 
creates a feel-good ambience which uniquely incorporates 
functionality, comfort and aesthetics.

HOTEL
Contemporary hotel concepts are always impressive 
when they use clever designs which create an unmistakable 
ambience and respond to the individual needs of their 
guests. System 900 provides a harmonious overall concept 
for high-quality hotel bathrooms. From accessories and 
comfort elements to accessible equipment, that can also 
be flexibly adapted to each guest‘s needs.

Fields of application

PUBLIC 
Robust, sustainable quality and functionality, as well as 
good design, are always the focus when furnishing and 
equipping buildings, particularly in the quasi-public and 
public sectors. System 900 meets these requirements  
exactly. Carefully selected materials and their expert  
processing results in high-quality products with exceptional 
surfaces, which even after years of frequent use, won’t 
show signs of wear.  
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HEWI believes good design should also provide options. System 900 is available in stainless steel, chrome or powder- 
coated with a deep matt finish in white, gray or black, making it versatile and allows extensive design options. The 
use of first-class materials and careful workmanship result in the outstanding, durable quality of System 900. 

All System 900 products have been developed so that they facilitate maximum cleanliness in the bathroom. To this 
end, only easy-care materials, such as stainless steel, are used. These materials have particularly hygienic surfaces 
and also provide optimum cleaning properties.

Material and finish Standard colors

Powder-coated, matt dark gray pearl mica (...60 SC) Powder-coated, matt white (...60 DX) 

Powder-coated, matt light gray pearl mica (...60 AY) Powder-coated, matt black (...60 DC)  Stainless steel satin finished (...XA) Chrome (...40) 
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NEW 2022 – 
CHOOSE YOUR OWN COLOR

INSPIRATION: FADED CINDER ROSE
Light pink evokes floral connotations. The subtle saturation underlines the softness of the color and evokes the 
sensuality of roses.
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INSPIRATION – 
CHOOSE YOUR OWN COLOR OUT OF 4500 COLORS

Color is an integral part of HEWI’s DNA. It allows for personal design choices and expressive statements. With  
System 900, HEWI offers the option to design folding support handles, dispensers etc. for the project business 
in the color of your choice. And it‘s very easy to do so! HEWI first requires the desired color code around 4.500 
possible colors or from HEWI’s four favorite colors and then starts the production process. The result is a unique 
color scheme that creates a sense of personal identity. In keeping with the motto: 
MAKE YOUR OWN CHOICE – CHOOSE YOUR OWN COLOR!
 
Your HEWI contact partner will be happy to help you with the process.

Need some inspiration? Discover our favourite colors:

INSPIRATION: SOOTHING CEDAR BROWN
This soft brown reflects the colors of the high-quality cedar wood. Its soft appearance has a calming effect and creates 
a cozy atmosphere.

INSPIRATION: 
SOMBER SAGE GREEN
A dark green full of depth 
and complexity. This natural 
tone is reminiscent of the 
colors of the forest. Its ex-
citing base stands for 
liveliness.

INSPIRATION: 
DARK BREEZE BLUE
A dark, a clear blue. It 
evokes the vastness of the 
ocean and the light breeze 
of the sea, radiating calm 
and relaxation.
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Professional Care
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People in focus

Making life easier for people – with individually adaptable concepts that make independence possible and provide 
safety as well – that’s what drives us. We can offer you individual solutions to the highest design standards, which 
can be tailor-made exactly to your requirements.

System 900 focuses not just on the people receiving care but also the care personnel. Our products are designed so 
they provide safe support, with grab and hold options to increase independence and relieve stress for carers. System 
900 provides solutions for all areas of sanitary rooms – be it at the washbasin, on the toilet, or in the shower. 
Cleaning staff benefit from the hygienic and easy-to-clean surfaces.

The modular structure of System 900 creates a range of combination options. This means that the bathroom design 
can be optimally tailored to the needs of individual users. The system’s product functions are tailor-made for use in 
professional care.

Preconfigured products make further additions of individual functions unnecessary. With System 900, you get the 
right solution straight away and optimally created to meet your specific requirements, and without the need for 
retrofitting. For example, the hinged support rail is available in various configurations – from the minimalist mono-
hinged support rail to the fully equipped, duo-hinged, support rail with toilet roll holder and radio-controlled flushing 
mechanism.
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Providing safety



L-shaped support rail with toilet roll holder
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The modular washbasin system comes with adaptive 
functions and allows the integration of additional support 
and storage options directly at the washbasin. The 
washbasins provide extra safety and ensure that a variety 
of bathroom utensils can always be located within easy 
reach. The practical storage system is also suitable for 
wall mounting which of course, provides extendable 
functionality. Naturally, the washbasins match System 
900, with powder coating available in white, light gray 
pearl mica, dark gray pearl mica, and black.

Our powder coating gives System 900 an inimitable finish. 
In addition to its outstanding appearance, our special  
finishing process offers maximum corrosion protection 
making it perfectly suited for use in sanitary rooms. In 
combination with its optimal hygiene properties, cleaning 
agent resistance and highly precise processing, System 
900 can meet even the most demanding of requirements.

Hinged seat

Hinged support rail Duo

Enabling independence
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System 900 fits just as easily into private patient com-
fort wards, as it does in normal patient areas. Our sur-
face finish options in stainless steel, chrome and pow-
der coating are suitable for enabling differentiation and 
provide solutions from a single source. 

In addition to the design aspects and safe use of the 
products, we also focused on comfort and convenience 
during the product development stage. The support 
systems are therefore not just extremely load resistant, 
their cross-sections are also optimally adapted to the 
shape of the human hand so that they are safer and  
easier to grip. The tubular design of System 900 also 
offers a pleasant-to-touch, grip. The ergonomic design 
of the shower seat promotes stable sitting. The seat 
surface itself, which is also slip-resistant even when 
wet, is particularly comfortable to sit on. Whilst a robust 
and reliable fixing and stable design increase safety. 

System 900 is remarkable thanks to its certified quality. 
Products used in the care sector must not only with-
stand cleaning agents, but also be resistant to wound 
treatments and disinfection agents. For example, the 
seat surfaces and backrests of the System 900 range 
of shower seats are made of thermoplastic (polypropy- 
lene). This ensures the surfaces won’t discolor or fade.

Differentiating design 



Shower grab rail
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Made-to-measure solutions
In existing bathrooms, it can often be difficult to create an 
optimum solution using standard products. Wall projections, 
small floor space or an unfavorable room layout, require 
both individual plans and customised products. 
System 900 offers customized support bar systems made 
of satin stainless steel, that fit perfectly into the structure 
of any room. Customized products are available in single 
or multiple units.

Integrated functions
By integrating functions product surfaces can be created 
with a minimum number of joints. This means the surfaces 
are much easier to clean. For instance, the toilet flush 
and function buttons are mounted flush with the hinged 
support rail.

Flexible design
The range of System 900 support bars are extremely 
durable. Their cross-sections are ideally adapted to the 
human hand so they can be gripped more securely. The 
rounded, tubular design is also very pleasant to hold. 

Shelf with grab bar

Hinged support rail

Secure hold
It’s well known that safety, independence and ease-of-use, are decisive factors in the professional care field. By signifi-
cantly increasing these factors the burden on care personnel can be reduced because patients can become more 
self-reliant.  
System 900 is designed to support people with limited mobility. The large variety of shower seats enables a precisely 
fitted solution. Permanently installed shower seats, hanging seats or mobile solutions are also available. For example, they 
can be folded against the wall to save space. The hanging seat is extremely light, weighing less than 9 kg, which means it 
can be carried easily. The pleasant, slip-resistant surface, molded and slightly shaped seat with its ergonomic backrest, 
make for a comfortable and secure feeling when sitting.

Support

Hinged seat
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Easy installation 
HEWI’s System 900 mobile solutions are not only extremely easy to mount, but also to dismount. Tool-free mounting 
means that care or cleaning personnel can add mobile shower seats or hinged support rails in the bathroom in a 
few easy steps. The mobile solution is clicked into position in a permanently installed mounting plate, and then  
secured with an attachment screw. If the support is no longer required, the shower seat or hinged support rail can 
be just as easily removed by releasing the screw. The mounting plate is then hidden behind a subtle cover.

Individuality

Mobile shower seats and hinged support rails
Bathrooms can be designed individually thanks to our mobile shower seats and hinged support rails. Sanitary rooms 
can be even more easily adapted to the needs and personal skills of the user with the use of mobile solutions. 
These mobile solutions can offer the same functionality as permanently installed shower seats or hinged support 
rails. For example, they can be folded back against the wall to save space, and they still have the same load-bearing 
capacity. Our System 900 mobile shower seat is available in two sizes. The mobile hinged support rail is available  
in either a mono or duo rail version. The optional toilet roll holder and remote controlled toilet flush, offer additional 
accessibility options on the hinged support rail.



Neues Rendering | Bearbeitung Interieur
· Produkte in anthrazit perglimmer tiefmatt
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Public
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Sustainable quality and award-winning design

Sanitary rooms in public and semi-public areas should always reflect the character of the building with a representative 
design. Other important aspects to be considered during planning and implementation are the atmosphere and 
the well-being of the users, as well as cost-effectiveness and sustainability. The HEWI System 900 optimally  
fulfils these requirements with impressively durable products and a uniquely deep product range. The modular 
construction principle enables individual planning – whether for sanitary facilities in event centers, the design of 
representative offices, or equipping and furnishing, standards-compliant, accessible sanitary rooms.

The dispensing systems and accessories from System 900 are perfectly rounded off by HEWI washbasins, system 
fittings, mirrors and even matching fittings.

Accessible sanitary rooms can also have demanding requirements in terms of planning and equipment. As well  
as building regulations and accessibility standards, the individual needs and competencies of users must also  
be taken into account. The objective must be to create the possibility for all people to gain access and use the  
facilities independently. System 900 enables an accessible, standardized room concept to be easily implemented. 



Neues Rendering | Bearbeitung Interieur
· Produkte in anthrazit perglimmer tiefmatt
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Office buildings and commercial buildings
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Hygiene with style

HEWI dispenser systems of course, not only meet the 
highest demands in terms of design and functionality, 
they are consistent down to the last detail. Both manually 
operated versions and a selection of electronic, touch-free 
dispensers are available. And a wide range of materials 
for these dispenser systems offers a multitude of design 
options. The HEWI range includes models with powder 
coating in black, gray tones and white, as well as stainless 
steel. This creates functional and design-oriented hygiene 
products in every area they are required.
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Hotel
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Coherent overall concept

A coherent overall concept impresses your guests. HEWI’s System 900 combines functionality and excellent, award-
winning design with durable, sustainable quality. This creates added value for the users, with continuous, universal 
solutions from accessories to comfort products and also accessible elements. 

With System 900, you have the opportunity to create a feel-good ambience for your guests in which aesthetics and 
functionality form a unique unit. 

A bathroom that is optimally customized to the individual needs of each hotel guest, shows just how naturally you 
can implement accessibility. This also allows you to create the prerequisites for your guest to feel both comfortable 
and supported in their independence. Accessibility is exceptionally easy to plan for with System 900 – whether for a 
small, family-run guest house, a boutique or business hotel, or an exclusive luxury resort. 
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Aesthetic solutions for appealing hotel concepts
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Universal design in hotel bathrooms

Housekeeping staff can quickly and easily add the mobile hinged support rails and shower seats and of course, remove 
them later. When they are no longer required, a discreet cap conceals the installed, fixed, assembly plate. You can easily 
increase your occupancy rate by assigning supposedly accessible rooms to all guests. And System 900 mobile solutions 
can provide the same functionality as permanently installed hinged support rails and shower seats.

Flexibly adjustable
Your hotel rooms should be as individual as your guests. HEWI provides the opportunity for you to flexibly adjust 
your bathrooms to the needs of the individual user. If a guest needs support, the mobile shower seats and hinged 
support bars can be quickly and easily integrated into the room. Our tried-and-tested fixing technology is easy to 
use and requires no tools. 



Rail with shower head holder
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Toilet roll holder and toilet brush unit

Shower basket

Soap dispenser

A variety of surface finishes increases design freedom. System 900 provides you with the opportunity to create a feel-
good ambience for your guests where aesthetics and functionality are uniquely combined. Various accessories such as 
a hairdryer bracket, shower basket or soap dispenser compliment the range of products and accessories available. 
System 900 surfaces include stainless steel and high-gloss chrome, as well as matt powder coating.

HEWI‘s system 900 in a matt design is an exciting new source of inspiration. Deep matt white, light gray pearl mica ef-
fect, dark gray pearl mica effect, and black, offer design options. They lend the rooms character, with authentic, honest 
materials and a classic and expressive product design. Highlight the color concept for your hotel or create exciting 
accents.

Surface finish variety 

Hinged support rail Mono

Shower basket, angular
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Designing comfort
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Design and function

System 900 has a wide range of useful accessories. From 
soap dispensers to cosmetic mirrors and toilet brush sets, 
to towel rails, System 900 provides a uniquely integrated 
product range that leaves nothing to be desired.

The basis of our high-quality, chrome products is stainless 
steel. This makes them extremely corrosion-resistant. The 
System 900 chrome-coated products are also particularly 
hygienic and easy to clean. They can also be combined 
with applications made with polyamide or satin-finished 
crystal glass.

Bath towel shelf

Soap dispenser and hooks Toilet roll holder and toilet brush unit



Neues Rendering | Bearbeitung Interieur
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Home
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Incorporating comfort and aesthetics

The way we live is continuously changing. Safety and well-being are becoming more important every day. 
Individual solutions, precisely tailor-made to the individual requirements and needs of people, using authentic, 
honest materials, with a timeless, reduced product design, are becoming increasingly important when planning, 
equipping and furnishing private bathrooms.

System 900 combines all these requirements, providing the possibility to skillfully set accents and of course, to 
include ergonomics and function. A uniquely deep and versatile product range, with its variety of materials and 
surface finishes, open up almost limitless opportunities for design. System 900 provides solutions for all areas of 
the bathroom – whether at the washbasin, on the toilet or in the shower. In addition to sanitary accessories, the 
system also includes comfort products and accessibility elements which enable greater independence, and pro-
vide safety and combined with comfort and aesthetics.

System 900 is of course, available with powder coating in various shades. Deep matt black, white and gray 
shades provide various design possibilities.
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Reliable quality 
HEWI’s constant, reliable quality is not just reflected in the materials we use but in the technical details as well. 
The hinged support rails of the System 900 series have a maintenance free brake that absorbs the impact as the 
handle lowers. (The bar only drops gently and automatically from an angle of more than 45°. Less than 45° and it 
stays in position). A prominent stop prevents the hinged support rail from hitting the wall.

Simplified mounting | Plug-click connection 
The railing system and shower handrails of the System 900 series stand out because of a clever and extremely simple 
mounting technique. Instead of the usual four mounting points, just three rose mounts are required. This naturally reduces 
installation time. The new mounting equipment also allows for compensation of the angle of tolerance in the corner of a 
room by +/- 2°.
View the film to see how easy mounting is with the plug-click connection.

Fewer components | Easy cleaning
Hygiene is a decisive factor in the professional care field. System 900 products are made with as few components 
as possible so that the minimum number of joints are needed. Thanks to our incredibly precise production processes, 
components can be joined so that a smooth, hygienic surface is created. For example, the carrier bracket of the 
hanging seat is mounted flush with the seat surface. 

Clever technology

Hygienic sealing element
Often, rose mounts do not completely seal on uneven walls. In contrast, HEWI’s sealing element is one that can be 
used quickly and reliably. It can also be used with the wall brackets for the hinged support rails and shower seats, 
and the rose mounts of the support rails and bar systems. The products are designed so that water cannot collect 
on the surface areas, allowing it to drain away instead. 

https://youtu.be/byWgZVirktg


....40
· metal chrome-plated

....60 AF
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt anthracite
·  matt anthracite synthetic material

....40 98 oder 92
·  metal chrome-plated
·   high-gloss polyamide in HEWI 

colors 98 (signal white) or  
92 (anthracite gray)

....60 DX
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt white

....60 CV
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt black 
·  matt black synthetic material

....60 AS
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt white
·  polyamide/synthetic material 

matt white

....60 AY
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt light gray pearl mica

....60 AX
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt light gray pearl mica
·  polyamide/synthetic material 

matt white

....60 SC
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt dark gray pearl mica

....60 ER
  metal powder-coated in   
matt dark gray pearl mica

·  polyamide/synthetic material  
matt black

....60 DC
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt black 

....60 CV
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt black 
·  polyamide/synthetic material  

matt black

....XA
·  stainless steel, satin finished

....60 AS
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt white
·  matt white synthetic material

....XA 98 or 92
·  stainless steel, satin finished
·  high-gloss polyamide in HEWI 

colors 98 (signal white) or  
92 (anthracite gray)

... WITH MATERIAL COMBINATION CHROMSURFACES MATERIAL COMBINATIONS FOR HANGING SEATS... WITH MATERIAL COMBINATION POLYAMIDE/
SYNTHETIC MATERIAL

....60 WD
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt white and chrome

....60 CT
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt light gray pearl mica  
and chrome

....60 DD
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt dark gray pearl mica  
and chrome

....60 JK
·  metal powder-coated in  

matt black and chrome

Surfaces and material combinations | System 900
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Inserts
  Satin finished crystal glass
     98 Signal white 
     92 Anthracite gray
     Signal white matt
     Jet black matt 

Product selection System 900 | Accessories

Soap dispenser with holder
900.06.001...    
900.06.000...    

Disinfectant or soap dispenser
900.06.002... | 1000 ml 
900.06.003... | 500 ml 

Holder
Tumbler

Holder
Tumbler

Hook | Double hook
162.90.010...   
162.90.030...   

Hair dryer holder
900.00.000...   

Holder
Insert

Walking aid holder
900.90.001... 

Bath towel rail
162.30.200... 

Shower curtain rail
900.34.400... 

Shower curtain rail
900.34.10... 

Shower curtain rail
900.34.30... 

Rail
Curtain rings Curtain rings Curtain rings

Toilet brush unit | Toilet brush
900.20.000... | 900.20.01... 
900.20.001... | 900.20.02... 

Insert always black

Soap dispenser
900.06.004...  
900.06.005...  

Basic body
Front cover

Paper towel dispenser
900.06.009... 

Waste paper bin | with lid
900.05.001.. | 900.05.002.. 
900.05.003.. | 900.05.004.. 

Electronic paper roll dispenser
900.06.010... 

Waste bin, operation by knee
900.05.000...  

Towel ring
900.09.002... 

Disinfectant dispenser column
900.06.012...  
900.06.013... |  

Disinfectant dispenser column
900.06.014... |  

Shelf | with support rail
162.03.11...    
900.03.000... 

                Holder
Shelf

Towel rail
900.09.001... 
162.09.100... 

Large toilet roll holder  
900.21.001... 

Toilet roll holder
900.21.000... 

Toilet roll holder with shelf
900.21.004... 

Shower basket
900.03.001... 

Holder
Insert

Holder
Insert

Shower basket
900.03.002... 

Storage box
802.03...200 

Toilet roll holder with lid
900.21.005... 

Spare roll holder
162.21.300...
900.21.006...  

Rail Rail

Hygiene waste bin / -combination
900.05.005...   
900.05.006...   

Hygiene bag dispenser
900.06.011... 

Tumbler with holder
162.04.110...   
900.04.000...  
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Materials and surfaces
     ...40 Chrome
     ...XA Stainless steel satin finished 
     White powder coated

Materials and surfaces
     ...60 DX powder-coated, matt white 
     ...60 AY powder-coated, matt light gray pearl mica
     ...60 SC powder-coated, matt dark gray pearl mica
     ...60 DC powder-coated, matt black 



Shower stool 
950.51.300... 

Frame
    Seat

Product selection System 900 | Accessibility

Fittings Mirrors Washbasins Shower curtains  

Bath chair
950.51.31140 

Shower stool
950.51.30240 

Bath chair
950.51.31040 

MATCHING PRODUCTS
System 900 can be supplemented with the following products.

Inserts
  Satin finished crystal glass
     98 Signal white 
     92 Anthracite gray
     Signal white matt
     Jet black matt 

Support rail 
900.36.0... 

L-shaped support rail | with toilet 
roll holder 
900.22.3... 

L-shaped support rail | with toilet 
roll holder 
900.22.1... 

Support grab rail
900.35.1... 

Hinged support rail Mono, Design A 
900.50.1... | 600 mm 
900.50.4... | mobile 

Hinged support rail Duo, Design A 
900.50.... 
900.50.4... | mobile 

Hinged support rail Mono, Design B 
900.50.4... 

Hinged support rail Duo, Design B 
900.50.4... 

L-shaped support rail  
with shower head holder 
900.33.2... 

Rail with adjustable vertical support 
bar and shower head holder 
900.35.3... 

Rail with adjustable vertical support 
bar and shower head holder 
900.35.4... 

Backrest rail
900.51.900...  
900.51.904...   

Rail with shower head holder 
900.33.0... 

Holder

Rails
Backrest

Holder Holder Holder

Hinged support rail
900.50....   

Backrest rail
900.51.901...  

Backrest rail
900.51.90...  

Rails
Backrest

Rail
Wall plate, extension arm

Rails
Backrest

Hinged seat  
900.51.2...   
900.51.4... | mobile  

Wall bracket
Seat

Hinged seat with hygiene cutout 
900.51.2...   
900.51.4... | mobile  

Wall bracket
Seat

Hinged seat 
900.51B21... 

Hinged seat  
900.51B21690    

Hanging seat 
900.51.1...60 

Hanging device
    Seat, backrest

Hanging seat with armrests and 
hygiene cutout
900.51.1...60 

Hanging device
    Seat, backrest, armrest

L-shaped shower compartment 
seat 
900.51.20... 

Rectangular shower compartment 
seat 
950.51.21... 

Wall connection | support
Seat

Wall connection | support
Seat
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Materials and surfaces
     ...40 Chrome
     ...XA Stainless steel satin finished 
     White powder coated

Materials and surfaces
     ...60 DX powder-coated, matt white 
     ...60 AY powder-coated, matt light gray pearl mica
     ...60 SC powder-coated, matt dark gray pearl mica
     ...60 DC powder-coated, matt black 
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Powder coating
 · Color value specification: RAL Classic, RAL Design plus or  
Pantone palette (Fashion, Home + Interiors Color Guide Book)
 · Surface finish: matt or gloss

Powder coating
 · Color value specification: RAL Classic, RAL Design plus or  
Pantone palette (Fashion, Home + Interiors Color Guide Book)
 · Surface finish: matt or gloss

Example: grab rail
 

Example: soap dispenser
 

Example: hanging seat
 

Main plastic color
 · Predefined selection options
 · (e.g. insert soap dispenser)

Component plastic color
 · Predefined selection options
 · (applications/caps)

Powder coating
 · Color value specification: RAL Classic, RAL Design plus or  
Pantone palette (Fashion, Home + Interiors Color Guide Book)
 · Surface finish: matt or gloss

Main plastic color
 · Predefined selection options
 · (e.g. insert soap dispenser)

HEWI is expanding its range of unique surface colors. Individually select your desired color tone from the 
RAL Classic, RAL Design plus, or Pantone palette (Fashion, Home + Interiors Color Guide Book) as well as 
from our four favorite HEWI colors. There’s also a choice of matt or gloss surfaces. 

Samples
HEWI will sample your desired color choice in advance, as colors can appear differently depending on the 
incidence of light, gloss level and surface. For this reason, you will receive your desired color on a sample 
plate (78 x 222 mm) which means you can approve your choice with confidence. 

Service
If you have any questions, please contact the HEWI Service Centre 
Tel.:  +49 5691 82-0 
eMail: international@hewi.com

www.hewi.com

Special color powder coating | Ordering process



Example for planning Hotel Example for planning UK (BS 8300)
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Online catalogue

The full System 900 range, product data sheets and 
tender texts are available in our online catalogue at:  
www.hewi.com/en/productcatalogue. The entire HEWI 
portfolio can also be seen in the online catalogue. 

Web page and BIM downloads

You can find more information about HEWI’s System 
900 on our website at www.hewi.com/system-900.
The BIM data regarding System 900 is available for down-
load at https://www.bimobject.com/de/hewi/private-
cloud/hewi.

Seminars 

The importance of accessible design is growing fast. 
HEWI offers a comprehensive training program for  
architects, planners and practitioners. For more information 
about our current seminar program, please visit  
www.hewi.com. 

Contact
 
Would you like to find out more about System 900? We 
would be pleased to advise you personally. Call us on  
+49 5691 82-0 or email us at international@hewi.com. 
Find personal contacts local to you at www.hewi.com/
contact 

International standard requirements 

System 900 provides sophisticated design in conjunction with a high degree of functionality and thereby enables 
an un- compromising standardized design. System 900 also meets the requirements of SIA and ÖNORM, ADA, 
British Standard and DOC M internationally. Additional information can be found in the HEWI online catalogue.

Contact and service

Accessible bathroom planning

Our design service for accessible bathrooms offers you practical support for your project. We advise you how to use the 
available spaces optimally and design them in conformity with the applicable standards. You can reach the planning 
service  
at scb@hewi.de. 

Shower compartment seat according to ADA Hinged seat according to BS 8300



Well-considered functions

Accessibility is a matter of course  
for HEWI. We develop innovative 
products with intelligent functions 
that help people. Starting with  
ingenious mounting concepts and 
continuing through intuitive, safe  
use and easy cleaning – at HEWI, 
people are our top priority. 

Certified quality

HEWI products all offer long-term  
reliability. Carefully selected materials 
and precise workmanship result in 
products that show absolutely no 
signs of wear, even after years of  
intensive use and constant cleaning. 
HEWI products are continually tested 
and thus guarantee the fulfilment of 
the highest functionality, reliable  
technology and safety requirements.

Excellent design

Reduce to the essentials, is the  
design principle that distinguishes  
all HEWI products. High levels of 
functionality with a minimalist design 
language is what characterizes the 
typical HEWI design. The numerous 
internationally renowned design 
awards we have won reflect our  
philosophy of total design quality.  
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